Suppose the authors intend to submit the manuscript, in order, to journal j=1, 2, …, N. Let a j , l j , and t j denote the acceptance rate, expected number of citations for an article in the journal over the course of a year (which we approximate using the journal impact factor), and the expected time from submission to publication for journal j, respectively. Let s denote the probability (per day) of an article being scooped and t R denote the time (in days) required to make revisions and resubmit a manuscript. We adopt the assumption that a manuscript that has been "scooped" is essentially worthless and receives no citations, and that the probability of being scooped is constant in time (1).
For each journal j=j*, acceptance at journal j* is conditioned on rejection at journals j=1, 2, …, j*-1. The probability of rejection at journal j=k is 1-a k , so the probability of rejection at each of these journals is given by
. Acceptance at journal j* is also conditioned on the manuscript not being scooped during the time between rejection from journal j=1 and decision from journal j=2 (1-+ , -. / ), not being scooped during the time between rejection from journal j=2 and decision from journal j=3 (1-+ 0 -. / ), and so on to the time between rejection from journal j*-1 and acceptance at journal j* (1-+ 1 * 2, -. / ). Thus, the probability of rejection at each of journals j=1, 2, …, j*-1 and the manuscript not being scooped anywhere along the way is
The probability of acceptance at journal j* is the acceptance rate for journal j* (a k ), conditioned on the probability of rejection at each of journals j=1, 2, …, j*-1 and the manuscript not being scooped anywhere along the waythat is, conditioned on p j* . So the required conditional probability of acceptance at journal j* is 8,% * = % * 1-$ 1-
For any two journals in the submission sequence, indexed by distinct i, jÎ{1, 2, …, N}, the events of acceptance of the manuscript by journal i and acceptance by journal j are independent (conditioned by rejection at previous journals in the sequence and the manuscript not being scooped). Therefore, the probability of the manuscript being accepted by journal i or being accepted by journal j is ,; + ,% . This independence relation holds for all j=1, 2, …, N. Thus, the total probability of acceptance of the manuscript by any journal along the submission sequence indexed by j=1, 2, …, N is
Eq (S3) gives rise to Eq (1) in the main text, using the fact that p a + p r = 1.
Expected citation count
Next, we derive Eq (2) in the main text, which gives the expected number of citations for a given time horizon (T), scooping probability (s), time for revisions (t R ), submission sequence (indexed by j=1, 2, …, N), journal impact factors (l j ), journal expected time to decision (t j ), and journal expected acceptance rates (a j ). Define by T* the number of years required for the manuscript to be published in journal j*. T* includes the amount of time needed for review at journals j=1, 2, …, j* as well as revision time in before submission to journals j=2, 3, …, j*.
The amount of time needed for review along the sequence of journals is given by
and the amount of time needed for revisions along the sequence of journals is given by ?@A;D@,% * = * − 1 H .
The total time over which the manuscript will accumulate citations is then − ?@A;@B,% * − ?@A;D@,% * = − % % * %)(
The expected number of citations if the manuscript is accepted in journal j* is the expected number of citations per year (approximated by the journal impact factor, as described in the main text) multiplied by the time over which citations are accumulated (Eq (S6)). Thus, if the manuscript is published in journal j*, then the expected number of citations is
In Eq (S6), the "+" superscript implies that negative values of the term in square brackets should be replaced with 0. This accounts for the possibility that the researcher's time horizon ends while the manuscript is still in review.
Considering now the full submission sequence j=1, 2, …, N, the expected number of citations is
Eq (2) in the main text immediately follows from substituting Eqs (S2) and (S6) into Eq (S7), and using the fact that with probability p r the manuscript is rejected from all journals along the sequence and as a result, receives no citations.
Expected time in review
As in the main text, define j max as the largest index j=1, 2, …, N for which the following expression is true:
The manuscript will receive a decision from each journal j=1, 2, …, j max . The manuscript falls into one of two independent cases: (i) the manuscript is not accepted or (ii) the manuscript is accepted for some journal indexed by j £ j max £ N.
